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etcnomad pro is a portable usb to five-pin xlr interface, gadget ii plugs into your laptop without any network infrastructure and gives you fully-functioning, two-universe output for pc- or mac-based etcnomad controllers. gadget ii outputs levels via dmx, initiates bidirectional communication
using rdm and can also be used with updaterator software to help ensure that you are always up to date with the latest features. the device also permits net3 concert software to interact with your fixtures to snapshot a preset on your led luminaires or to output a look. what makes

etcnomad work with gadget ii is the fact that they are still being developed as a team. meaning that they are still in the early stages of development, so things may change a little bit before the final product comes out. after plugging in the dongle, etcnomad will pop up on the computer.
the "on" light will be blue, and the "off" light will be green. if the lights are already on, the "on" light will blink rapidly while the "off" light will blink slowly. if you have a lot of windows open, you may have to wait for the computer to process all the information it is receiving from the dongle.

if you have something like garage band open, you can simply press the spacebar to stop the process until you are ready to continue. if you are a stage manager, the dongle will also work with updaterator software. this software will allow you to program a preset on your cri fixtures to
update the preset on your controller. you can also use updaterator to update the dongle with new firmware.
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